The Ultimate A1 Grammar Course Curriculum
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Section 1: Present Simple

Lesson 1: Present Simple Forms: be
   Exercise: Present simple of 'be': positive
   Exercise: Present simple of 'be': negative
   Exercise: Present simple with 'be': yes / no questions
   Exercise: Present simple with 'be': mixed exercise

Lesson 2: Present simple forms: all verbs except 'be'
   Exercise: Present simple with regular verbs: positive
   Exercise: Present simple with regular verbs: Negative
   Exercise: Present simple with regular verbs: yes / no questions
   Exercise: Present simple with regular verbs: 'wh' questions
   Exercise: Present simple with regular verbs: mixed exercise

Lesson 3: Present simple spelling changes
   Exercise: Present simple spelling changes

Lesson 4: Present simple short forms
   Exercise: Present simple short forms

Lesson 5: Present simple short answers
   Exercise: Present simple short answers

Lesson 6: Present simple uses: for the present
   Exercise: Present simple uses: for the present
   Exercise: Are or do 1
   Exercise: Are or do 2
   Exercise: Present simple forms mixed exercise 1
   Exercise: Present simple forms mixed exercise 2
Section 2: Present Continuous

Lesson 1: Verb+ing spelling changes
   Exercise: Verb+ing spelling changes 1
   Exercise: Verb+ing spelling changes 2

Lesson 2: Present continuous forms
   Exercise: Present continuous: positive
   Exercise: Present continuous: negative
   Exercise: Present continuous: yes / no questions
   Exercise: Present continuous: wh questions
   Exercise: Present continuous mixed exercise

Lesson 3: Present continuous short forms
   Exercise: Present continuous short forms
   Exercise: Present simple and present continuous forms mixed exercise 1
   Exercise: Present simple and present continuous forms mixed exercise 2
   Exercise: Present simple and present continuous forms mixed exercise 3
   Exercise: Present simple and present continuous forms mixed exercise 4

Lesson 4: Stative verbs
   Exercise: Stative verbs

Lesson 5: Present continuous use: events in progress
   Exercise: Present continuous use: events in progress

Lesson 6: Present continuous or present simple?
   Exercise: Present continuous or present simple? Events in progress or habits?
   Exercise: Present continuous or present simple? Stative or dynamic?
Section 3: Will and Going To

Lesson 1: 'Will' forms
   Exercise: 'Will' positive and negative
   Exercise: 'Will' positive and negative short forms
   Exercise: 'Will' questions

Lesson 2: 'Will' use: prediction

Lesson 3: 'Will' use: decisions at the moment of speaking
   Exercise: 'Will' use predictions and decisions

Lesson 4: Going to forms
   Exercise: 'Going to': positive and negative
   Exercise: 'Going to': questions

Lesson 5: 'Going to' use: plans and intentions
   Exercise: 'Going to' use plans and intentions

Lesson 6: 'Will' or 'going to'? 
   Exercise: 'Will' or 'going to' decisions vs plans

Section 4: Past Simple

Lesson 1: Past simple with 'be'
   Exercise: Past simple with 'be': positive and negative 1
   Exercise: Past simple with 'be': positive and negative 2
   Exercise: Past simple with 'be': questions
   Exercise: Past simple with 'be': mixed exercise

Lesson 2: Past simple forms with regular verbs
Exercise: Past simple with regular: positive and negative

Exercise: Past simple with regular verbs: questions

Lesson 3: Past simple spelling changes
   Exercise: Past simple spelling changes
   Exercise: Past simple mixed exercise 1
   Exercise: Past simple mixed exercise 2
   Exercise: Past simple mixed exercise 3
   Exercise: Past simple mixed exercise 4

Lesson 4: Past simple with irregular verbs
   Exercise: Past simple with irregular verbs positive 1
   Exercise: Past simple with irregular verbs positive 2

Lesson 5: Past simple basic use
   Exercise: Past simple basic use

Section 5: Verb Patterns

Lesson 1: Verb patterns with infinitive without 'to'
   Exercise: The imperative
   Exercise: Let's

Lesson 2: Verbs with gerunds (verb+ing) and to + infinitive
   Exercise: Gerund or infinitive?
Section 6: Nouns

Lesson 1: Singular and plural nouns
   Exercise: Singular and plural nouns

Lesson 2: Countable and uncountable nouns
   Exercise: Countable and uncountable nouns 1
   Exercise: Countable and uncountable nouns 2

Lesson 3: Quantity words with uncountable nouns
   Exercise: Quantity word + uncountable noun

Lesson 4: A or an?
   Exercise: A or an?

Lesson 5: A / an with jobs and to say what something is
   Exercise: A and no article to say what something is

Lesson 6: Possessive 's'
   Exercise: Possessive 's'

Section 7: Determiners

Lesson 1: This / that / these / those
   Exercise: This / that / these / those

Lesson 2: Some and any
   Exercise: Some or any

Lesson 3: A little, a few
   Exercise: A little and a few
Lesson 4: Much, many
   Exercise: Much or many?

Lesson 5: A lot of / lots of
   Exercise: A lot or a lot of?

Section 8: Pronouns

Lesson 1: Subject and object pronouns
   Exercise: Subject and object pronouns

Lesson 2: Possessive determines / adjectives

Lesson 3: Possessive pronouns
   Exercise: Possessives

Lesson 4: You = people in general

Lesson 5: There is and there are
   Exercise: There is and there are

Lesson 6: 'It' as a dummy subject
   Exercise: 'It' as a dummy subject
Section 9: Prepositions

Lesson 1: Prepositions of time 1 (at / in / on)
   Exercise: at / in / on 1
   Exercise: at / in / on 2
   Exercise: at / in / on 3

Lesson 2: Prepositions of time 2 (from / to / until)
   Exercise: from ... to / until / till

Lesson 3: Prepositions of time 3 (before and after)
   Exercise: Before and after

Lesson 4: Prepositions for places (at / in / on)
   Exercise: Prepositions of place 1
   Exercise: Prepositions of place 2

Lesson 5: Prepositions with 'home'
   Exercise: Prepositions with 'home'

Lesson 6: Prepositions with verbs of movement
   Exercise: Prepositions with verbs of movement

Lesson 7: Prepositions after adjectives
   Exercise: Prepositions after adjectives

Lesson 8: Prepositions after verbs
   Exercise: Prepositions after verbs
Section 10: Modal Verbs

Lesson 1: Modal verbs introductions

Lesson 2: 'Can' for ability

Lesson 3: 'Could' for past ability
   Exercise: Can / could / will be able to or ability

Lesson 4: 'Can' for requests

Lesson 5: 'Could' for polite requests
   Exercise: Can and could for requests
   Exercise: Can and could for requests with short answers

Lesson 6: 'Can' for permission
   Exercise: Can for permission in general

Lesson 7: 'Would like' for politeness
   Exercise: Would like

Section 11: Adjectives and adverbs

Lesson 1: Adjectives basics

Lesson 2: Adverbs of manner
   Exercise: Adverbs of manner

Lesson 3: Adjective or adverb
   Exercise: Adjective or adverb?
Lesson 4: Well or good?

Lesson 5: Adverbs or frequency
   Exercise: Adverbs of frequency 1
   Exercise: Adverbs of frequency 2

Lesson 6: Adverbs of degree
   Exercise: Adverbs of degree